Appropriate measures of disease activity need to be valid, reliable and sensitive to change for use in clinical studies while remaining at the same time feasible and practicable for utilization in daily clinical practice. Ultrasonography was shown to be a valid, sensitive and reliable imaging modality for the detection of synovitis in RA, however, it has so far failed to demonstrate superior sensitivity to change as compared with clinical examination. This review examines the current evidence for the use of established measures and/or US, either as an alternative or as a supplementary measure to clinical examination, as tools for monitoring synovitis in RA. It also includes a summary of results of recent studies evaluating clinical examinationbased as well as clinical-and US-based multimodal disease activity indices. We review the rationale and limitations of incorporating US into composite disease activity indices and suggest a research roadmap for further studies in this field.
Introduction
The monitoring of disease activity in rheumatic diseases in general and RA in particular remains challenging in both daily practice and clinical studies. It requires reliable and valid instruments that are sensitive to change, with the ability to capture and accurately measure the multifaceted status of the disease in a standardized way for the purpose of performing clinical studies, while remaining at the same time feasible for utilization in daily clinical practice [1] . An instrument/variable should also not be redundant, i.e. not reflect an aspect of disease activity that another instrument/variable covers inherently. Not all clinical variables characteristic of RA are useful for disease activity assessment and many of the more suitable ones vary in their predominance between and even longitudinally within patients. This inadequacy of applying individual measures of disease activity for assessing outcomes, which made clinical trials of earlier decades difficult to interpret, was overcome by the introduction and successful application of composite measures of disease activity that have become the standard assessment tools of therapeutic efficacy and overall disease activity in RA [28] .
Clinical examination has traditionally been complemented by radiography [911] . X-rays, however, can only depict bony changes relatively accurately, while they allow assessment of cartilage damage only indirectly and are usually unable to determine soft tissue abnormalities. In this sense radiography mirrors the past with respect to inflammation, while MRI and US reflect the present. Its potential to detect and monitor both inflammatory and structural changes and the fact that it is free of radiation, is applicable in an outpatient setting and is not overly time-consuming make US an ideal imaging modality for the evaluation of pathological changes in arthritis at any point in time as well as longitudinally. This review examines the current evidence, utility and limitations of incorporating US into composite disease activity indices.
US as a tool for monitoring synovitis in RA
A number of studies using arthroscopy or MRI as the gold standard have demonstrated that both grey-scale US (GSUS) and Doppler, particularly power Doppler US (PDUS), have greater sensitivity for detecting synovitis as compared with physical examination [1215] and are also more reliable [1618] (Fig. 1) . On the other hand, US is considered to be one of the most operator-dependent imaging techniques, and concerns over the reliability of musculoskeletal US have been raised and noted since its initial introduction to the field of rheumatology [19] . Standardized scanning techniques, definitions of pathological findings and increased availability of training have led to improvements in its reproducibility [2022] . A recent systematic literature review on the reliability of US in assessing synovitis in RA reported high intra-and interobserver reliability, especially for PDUS [23] . However, when interpreting these findings we should consider that most studies report intra-and interreader reliability by using still images, while it may be more informative (and important) to assess intra-and interacquirer reliability assessing variabilities in acquisition and immediate interpretation of dynamic images. Further, most published data have evaluated highly trained observers as well as high-end US equipment, while intermachine variability and the question of experienced vs less experienced users have not been sufficiently addressed and remain important issues in multicentre monitoring studies. Finally, each of these aspects has been addressed in only a small number of studies [2427] . Our recent systematic evaluation of global synovitis scoring systems concluded that it is currently difficult to suggest a minimum number of joints to be included in a generally accepted global US synovitis score. Having such a score available might allow better interpretation of data from available studies [28] . Nonetheless, scores based on a reduced number of joints have shown similar correlations with clinical and laboratory variables as scores including an extensive number of joints [2932] . A recent editorial even goes so far as to suggest the scanning of a single joint as a quick and simple US measure of disease activity [33] . A quantitative joint count, however, regardless of the modality through which it is obtained, may not be sufficient to serve as a sole measure to assess and monitor all individual patients with RA, since patients may suffer from diverse symptoms and yet will ultimately be treated with identical therapies [2, 34] .
US has also been shown to be a capable tool for the monitoring of synovitis, in both early and established RA, and GSUS/PDUS signs of synovitis decrease upon 
Established measures of disease activity in RA
The primary rationale behind the development of composite indices was to enhance validity and sensitivity to change, particularly for clinical trials where the distinction between an effective and a less effective or ineffective therapy is absolutely key; indeed, composite indices, pooled from core set measures, have been shown to be more valid distinguishers of RA-related disease activity than individual measures [48] . Among core set measures, some patient-reported outcomes (PROs), despite their apparent subjective nature, have shown remarkable sensitivity to change, and some, like physical function, are also predictive for long-term outcomes such as mortality [52] . Although well validated, studies on the interobserver variance, sensitivity and specificity of clinical assessments for the detection of joint inflammation have produced conflicting results [5358] . Nonetheless, clinical measures should ideally reflect the complex reality of RA disease activity, which is best captured by composite indices [59] . In the absence of measures with superior discriminative capacity, presently clinical composite indices remain the best predictors of overall long-term outcomes, including joint damage, and have been the measures utilized in almost all available randomized controlled clinical trials in the past two decades.
On the other hand, potential future improvements in predictive capacity of disease activity assessment may either allow better insights into treatment response or enable a reduction in the numbers of patients needed in clinical trials. In this respect the high reliability, sensitivity and specificity of US in detecting inflammatory joint changes needs to be considered. Thus, the question arises as to whether US would add information or even replace clinical assessment during follow-up (Fig. 2 ).
US as a potential tool for monitoring disease activity in RA
While several studies have advocated the use and utility of GSUS and PDUS evaluation for the monitoring of synovitis as an individual measure, only a few studies have actually attempted to incorporate US within a composite index. A study evaluating a sonographic composite disease activity index (US DAS) in which the clinical joint counts were replaced by GSUS and PDUS counts for 28 and 22 joints, respectively, reported strong to moderate correlation with the clinical 28-joint DAS (DAS28) score, inflammatory markers, as well as PROs, including the HAQ [56] . This approach deliberately discounts for most, if not all, clinical information on joint involvement, replacing the clinical joint counts of the index with US joint counts. On the other hand, one can choose to merge the two worlds by incorporating US into a composite index: instead of replacing clinical data with US-derived data, the two may be combined into so-called clinical-and US-based indices [59] . In such indices the 28-joint swollen joint count was either supplemented or replaced by clinically non-swollen joints with GSUS and/or PDUS signs of synovitis, and this approach was shown to improve intraobserver reliability when compared with its purely clinical counterparts. However, no major advantages were observed regarding validity, and sensitivity to change was even slightly lower for the clinical-and US-based composite indices compared with the clinical DAS28 or SDAI [59] . These findings are in accordance with several studies that, while demonstrating the superiority of GSUS and PDUS over clinical examination with regard to reliability, did not show enhanced sensitivity to change [17, 18] . To our knowledge there are no further studies that have evaluated clinical-and US-based composite disease activity indices [56, 59] . Looking at the present study arena, it is currently difficult to conclude whether GSUS or PDUS is superior regarding inclusion into such indices, although certain studies have suggested that PDUS reflects clinical activity better than GSUS [46, 60] .
The use of US is seen as a complementary procedure and not as an alternative to clinical evaluation in the recent ACR recommendation on the reasonable use of US in rheumatology clinical practice [61] . US, along with MRI, is now widely accepted as being superior to clinical examination for the detection of joint inflammation and is recommended over clinical criteria alone to improve diagnostic accuracy in RA [62] . Indeed, the new ACREuropean League Against Rheumatism (EULAR) RA classification criteria [63] agree with the use of US to determine joint involvement and thus how many points are given to the joint-related component of the criteria, provided that at least one joint is unequivocally clinically swollen. US is also increasingly used as a tool for monitoring the disease process in daily rheumatologic practice, but its exact role in this respect needs further clarification. There is no agreement on the type and number of joints to monitor [28] and disagreement on the relevance of US findings of synovitis both in early disease and in remission [60, 64, 65] . Replacing information derived from clinical examination entirely by information derived from US raises questions regarding the currently unconfirmed added value of sonographic assessment beyond clinical scoring and of its feasibility in routine clinical practice (availability of equipment and trained staff, time constraints, costs, etc.). In addition, although the utility of US to predict subsequent radiographic damage has been suggested by several studies [43, 6669] , a study that compared its predictive validity with that of clinical examination failed to demonstrate its superiority [70] , casting doubt on its utility as a replacement for clinical evaluation of synovitis within a composite index.
Since both GSUS and PDUS have been shown to be more sensitive than clinical examination [912] , one would expect to see improvement in sensitivity to change upon adding US-derived information to a clinical composite index. An explanation for the apparent, if minor decrease in the sensitivity to change of clinical-and US-based multimodal indices compared with clinical indices as demonstrated in our study may derive from the fact that both US and clinical examination measure the same component of RA, namely synovitis. A combination of individual measures, which are highly related, may actually result in poorer overall sensitivity to change than the combination of more diverse core set measures [50] . Nevertheless, the responsiveness to change of a health status measurement instrument is closely related to its reliability [71] . The majority of validated global US scoring systems have been shown to be more reliable than clinical examination for the monitoring of synovitis [14, 15, 2629]. However, we currently lack an answer as to whether US as compared with clinical examination is truly superior regarding long-term implications, and whether multimodal indices containing also US-derived data might potentially serve as more responsive measures than clinical indices. The essential nature of this question is highlighted by the fact that US is already used to monitor synovitis in RA in routine clinical practice, despite the limited available data in this regard. The first results of a clinical trial evaluating US-and DAS28-guided DMARD therapy showed overall similar clinical outcomes for the primary endpoint (change in DAS44) at 18 months, although in the US group DAS44 remission rates were significantly (though only slightly) higher at 18 months, but not earlier [72] .
Conclusion
In order to gain definitive insight into this matter, sonographic assessment of synovitis needs to be tested as thoroughly as clinical measures have been tested, both in clinical trials and in daily practice. For this purpose, US as a follow-up tool need not only demonstrate sensitivity to change, but should add different and additional prognostic information beyond that obtained through pure clinical measures. Thus at some point a decision will have to be made if US should be generally utilized to monitor disease activity in patients or be confined to only occasional use in follow-up and primarily exploited for its very high diagnostic and differential diagnostic value. This is a very important research agenda for the near future and the first studies in this regard are currently under way [72, 73] . Nonetheless, a roadmap of studies are needed, including (i) assessment of the metric properties of US scoring systems of synovitis in large, preferably multicentre clinical studies; (ii) assessment of the metric properties of US scoring systems of synovitis in routine practice settings featuring less experienced operators and mid-range US equipment; (iii) validation and further evaluation of multimodal indices combining clinical and US-derived data in both multicentre clinical studies and routine practice; (iv) evaluation of adding US to standard clinical assessment for the monitoring of RA disease www.rheumatology.oxfordjournals.org
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Assessing disease activity in RA with ultrasound activity on clinical and radiological outcomes in clinical studies.
In line with the recent EULAR recommendations for the use of imaging of the joints in the clinical management of RA [62] , the assessment of algorithms using clinical examination and imaging modalities, particularly ultrasonography, needs to be evaluated for cost-effectiveness and feasibility in clinical practice diagnosis, disease prognosis and outcome measurement in RA.
Rheumatology key messages
. Musculoskeletal US is increasingly used for the monitoring of synovitis in patients with RA. 
